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1. Gama Nomadic Lamp
The cordless lamp GAMA diffuses a smooth and soothing 
light and follows you everywhere thanks to its autonomy. The 
illuminated upper body magnifies the essential beauty of 
alabaster, providing a timeless elegance to this creation.

$2,750  -  Click to order

2. Tolomeo Lamp
The iconic Tolomeo was designed for Artemide by Michele De 
Lucchi and Giancarlo Fassina in 1986 and won the Compasso 
d'Oro in 1989. Just in time for the holidays, Artemide is 
launching this special edition in an anodized copper. 

$410  -  Click to order

5. Narciso Leather Bag
Indulge in the luxury of owning a product that reflects the 
heritage of Italian design. Meticulously handcrafted in Italy, 
this bathroom bag is made from 100% genuine Italian saddle 
leather, serving as a testament to artisanal excellence.  
Available in two different colors: natural leather and black.

$1,300  -  Click to order

3. Everyday Life
design by Paul Smith

Outdoor basket, woven polypropylene yarn, available in 
Havana and olive green, stitching with red thread or Havana 
and terracotta, stitching with olive green thread.

$662  -  Click to order

12. Blossom Portable Light
Blossom is Original BTC's first cordless light, featuring a fluted 
bone china shade echoing the outlines of the delicate petals. 
Suitable for all areas. Available in three colours.

$999  -  Click to order

4. CHS Accessories
Carl Hansen & Søn believe even the smallest pieces can be 
turned into something beautiful. Gift the Carl Hansen & Søn 
Accessories Collection are made from excess wood and 
leather from our own factory.

Leather Apron $85  -  Click to order

7. Hand Tufted Crystal Rug 
Charlotte Lancelot's CRYSTAL collection, in collaboration with 
GAN, utilizes colored circles in wool to craft a three  
dimensional illusion, mimicking glass transparency through 
thick, resistant materials.

$4,060  -  Click to order

10. Marble Wine Cooler
Crafted from solid marble, the Marble Wine Cooler not only 
serves as a functional piece but also as a touch of art.

$140  -  Available in showroom or online

11. Pieces of Time 
Flower Objet d'Art
MoMA Exclusive: captured at their peak, flowers encased in 
domes of hand-blown glass, filled with preservation fluid. 
Each Pieces of Time Objet d'Art is handmade and is perfect 
as a stand-alone sculpture.

$80  -  Click to order

13. Plate Holder
A great way to organize your plates inside your drawers! 
These adjustable plate holders keep dishes from slipping 
around inside your drawers, plus the racks are easily 
removable for simplified serving. Available in solid walnut 
and aluminum.  Limited quantity are available in stock.

$300  -  Available in showroom

14. Precioso Marble Vase
The Precioso Vase, designed in collaboration with American 
designer Stephen Burks, is the latest introduction to the 
Salvatori collection. It features four rectangles of differing 
heights, combined to form an elegant geometry, with an 
internal glass cylinder.

$1,172  -  Click to order (available from December 15th)

Give the Gift of Design 

6. Bridge Lamp
Designed by Francesco Meda, Bridge is a table light from 
Foscarini that comes in two sizes and colors. The light is 
motion sensored, making it perfect for any space. 
 $466  -  Click to order

https://www.salvatoriofficial.com/en-us/us/pl/home-accessories/
https://uk.originalbtc.com/ccrz__ProductList?operation=quickSearch&searchText=blossom&cclcl=en_US&country=United%20States&redirectSeoId=ccrz__ProductList
https://store.moma.org/products/pieces-of-time-flower-objet-d-art?variant=43921719132390
https://industrywest.com/products/marble-wine-cooler?variant=41805814235276
https://shop.gan-rugs.com/us_en/hand-tufted-crystal-alfombra-190x260-blue
https://www.carlhansen.com/en/collection/accessories/grill-apron/chs-grill-apron---leather---light-brown2/variant/8647
https://cieloluxurybathrooms.com/products/narciso-leather-bag-art-nasc?_pos=2&_sid=69409fe2b&_ss=r
https://www.foscarini.com/en/products/bridge/
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